Student Positive Behaviour Matrix
CLASSROOM
AREAS

LEARNING

RESPECT

COMMUNITY

ENVIRONMENT

I am responsible for my own
learning
I am on time, organised and
prepared for class
I have a positive attitude

I keep my hands off others
I use appropriate language,
tone and volume at all times
I listen whilst others are
talking

OUTSIDE
AREAS


YARD

LOCKERS

TOILETS

OVAL

CANTEEN
I use my prior knowledge of
expectations to behave
positively

INSIDE AREAS






CORRIDORS
ADMINISTRATION
ASSEMBLIES
LEARNING STREET
LIBRARY

I use my research skills to find
information

I include others
I respect equipment
I only use my own locker
I leave others alone in the
locker area
I keep the toilets clean
I use my manners
I spend my money only
I use appropriate language,
tone and volume at all times

I use my manners
I wait patiently
I sit quietly and listen
I face the front and look at
the people speaking
I support others speaking at
assembly
I take full responsibility for
the books and equipment I
borrow

I raise my hand to speak.
I support and encourage
others with their learning.
I allow others to feel safe
within the classroom
I leave my chewing gum at
home

I put litter in the bin
I respect the trees and the
gardens
I am sun smart
I put toilet paper in the
toilet and hand towel in the
bin
I try to order my lunch
before recess
I wait patiently for my turn
at the canteen

l allow others to listen
uninterrupted
I move around the learning
street quietly
I ask permission to borrow
equipment and I return it
I wait quietly for my teacher
outside the classroom

I respect the classroom
environment and equipment

I report any bullying to the
yard duty teacher
I help others at the lockers
around me
I put my rubbish in the bin
I keep the school a smoke
free zone

I wipe my shoes before
entering the buildings
I think about how my actions
will affect others before I walk
into all areas
I treat the library equipment
and books carefully

I use equipment for its
intended use only

OUTSIDE
SCHOOL
AREAS

BUS AREAS

CYBER AREAS

I try to learn new things!
I attend as many extracurricular activities as I can
I use my prior knowledge of
expectations to behave
positively

I use my prior knowledge of
expectations to behave
positively

I use technology to
assist my learning

I respect other peoples
belongings

I sit in my assigned seat
I get a bus pass early in the
day if needed
I listen to the bus driver and
the bus captain
I have a positive attitude
towards everyone
I use appropriate language,
tone and volume at all
times

I text only respectful
messages

I wait patiently for the bus

I make sure the
information I present
for assessment is my
own




CAMPS
EXCURSIONS

I listen to people giving
instructions
I am on time
I use appropriate language,
tone and volume at all times

I am patient and respectful
to other members of the
community

I report all bullying to the
bus captain or the
coordinator
I use the seatbelts when
they are available

I respect all environments
outside the school
I place all rubbish in bins or
take it home

I put any rubbish in the bin
on the bus or in the bins in
the bus area

My phone will be on silent
in class and unused unless
directed by a teacher

I have my electronic devices
on silent or turned off
unless given permission by
the teacher

I only use my own
electronic devices

I only use acceptable
written and verbal text
when using electronic
devices

